## Research Publications

### 1. Santakuti Vedic Research Series

1-16 Vols, I-XV-a, *A Vedic Word – Concordance* (S). Being a universal vocabulary with complete textual reference and critical commentary bearing on phonology, accent, etymo-morphology, grammar, metre, text-criticism and proto-linguistics, containing complete text-references with grammatical, exegetical and text–critical commentary in respect of over 1,23,000 word–bases found used in 50,00,000 word–forms, i.e., in respect of every word read in about 400 Vedic and Sub-Vedic texts, as extant to-day. In Five Sections sub-divided into Sixteen Parts, by Vishva Bandhu, 11000 pages, (1935-1965).

- **Section I (Samhitas)** Parts I-VI (Vols 1-6), (Volume I thoroughly revised and enlarged Second Edition, 1976)
- **Section II (Brahmanas)** Parts I-II, (Vols 7 and 8), (Thoroughly revised and considerably enlarged Second Edition incorporating the vocabularies expansively drawn from 56 basic Brahmanic and Aranyaka texts as against those from only 20 such texts included in the First Edition. While the previous edition ran to about 1200 pages, this edition extends to about 1800 pages, 1973).
- **Section IV (Vedangas)**, Parts I-IV, (vols. 11,12,13,14).
- **Section V (Indexical)**, Parts I-II (Vols 15 and 15-a).

Each Part: **800.00**,
Full Set: **12800.00**.

17 *A Grammatical Word Index to Rgveda* (S), Ed. by Vishva Bandhu (1963) …**620.00**

18 *A Grammatical Word Index to Atharvaveda* (S), Ed. by Vishva Bandhu, (1966). …**620.00**

19-20 *A Grammatical Word Index To the four Vedas* (S), Pts. I and II included are: 1. RV, 2. YV (Ma), 3. SV (Kau.) and 4. AV (Sau.), Ed. by Vishva Bandhu, (1962-63). …**1120.00**

21. *A Grammatical Word Index to Taittiriya-Samhita* (S), Ed. by Vishva Bandhu. …**620.00**

22 *A Grammatical Word-Index to Principal Upanisads* (S), Ed. by Vishva Bandhu (1929). …**620.00**

II Vishveshvaranand Indological Research Series

25-26 Vols I- II Siddha–Bharati or The Rosary of Indology (E), Containing 108 original research papers, contributed by eminent Orientalists in honour of Dr. Siddheshwar Varma, Ed. By Vishva Bandhu (1950). …620.00

27 Purana–Visaya–Samanukramanika. A Concordance of Purana Contents (S), Ed. by Y.P Tandon (1952). And indispensable referential aid designed to facilitate approach to the enormous historical and general cultural data in 24 Puranas and Itihasas. …70.00

28 Ganika–Vrtta–Samgraha or Texts on Courtezans in Classical Sanskrit (S.E). Being a classified collection of 734 extracted texts in Devanagari, with preambles in English, by Ludwick Sternbach (1953). …250.00

29 The Etymologies of Yaska (E), by Siddheshwar Varma (1953). Embodies a complete, critical and comparative examination, in the light of modern philology of the etymologies as propounded by Acharya Yaska, 3,000 years ago in his book entitled Nirukta, the pioneer philological treatise of the world. …(out of print)

30 Sarupa–Bharti or The Homage of Indology (E). Being the Dr. L. Sarup Memorial Volume, Ed.by Jagannath Agrawal and Bhim Dev (1954).........278.00

31 Ideologies of War and Peace In Ancient India, (E), by Indra (1957). Throws a flood of light on the outstanding features of two apparently conflicting Ideologies as operating in different phases in India’s national life. …110.00

32 Epochs in Hindu Legal History (E), by U.C. Sarkar (1958). A comprehensive, systematic and up-to-date history of Hindu Law including the treatment of texts, the commentaries, the statutes, the decided cases and a chapter on the Hindu Code Bill and its fragment enacted as law. …450.00

33 Studies in Indian Cultural History (E), Part-I by P.K. Gode (1962). …320.00
34-35 **Catalogue of V.V.R.I. Manuscript collection (S,E) Pts. I and II, Ed.by Vishva Bandhu(1959).** A detailed tabulated account of 8,360 Sanskrit manuscripts both in northern and Southern Indian scripts including Devanagari, Sarada, Utkala, Banga, Grantha, Telugu, Malayalam, Nandinagari, Tamil, Kannada and Vartula, with selected intial and colophonal extracts.  

...820.00


...85.00


Price of Each Vol….800.00  
Full set …4000.00

42 **Atharvaveda–Padapathanukramani (S), Ed. By Vishva Bandhu (1954).**  

...400.00

43 **Atharvaveda–Rsi-devata–Chandonukramani (S), Ed. By Vishva Bandhu (1970).**  

...160.00

44 **Sankarsa–Kanda-Sutras of Jaimini** with exhaustive Introduction and Appendix (S,E), Cri.Ed. by K.V Sarma (1963). Being a Supplement to Jaimini’s *Dvadasalaksani* discovered and edited from a unique manuscript.  

...70.00

45-52 **Rgveda (S,E), Parts I-VIII Containing (1) Mantra–patha, (2) Pada–Patha and (3) Cri.Edns. of the Bhayas of (a) Skandasvamin (b) Udgithacarya (c) Venkata-Madhava and (d) Mudgalacarya’s Vrtti (being Sayanacarya’s Bhasya in condensed form). With exhaustive Introduction and Text-Variants from 32 original Mss. The first seven Vols. (i.e., Pts. I-VII) contain Mandalas (I-X) and the last Vol.(i.e., Pt. VIII) includes Five Alphabetical Indices of (1) Mantras, (2) Padas, (3) Rsis, (4) Devatas and (5) Chandas,Cri. Ed. by Vishva Bandu (1963-66.)  

Price of each Volume …800.00  
Full set …6400.00

53 **Index of the Rgveda–Mantras (S), Ed. by Vishva Bandhu (1966), Second Reprint Edition (1975).**  

...240.00
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Page</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Edition Details</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>54</td>
<td><em>Index of the Rgveda Padapatha</em> (S), Ed. by Vishva Bandhu (1966)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>720.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55</td>
<td><em>The Rsi, the Devata and the Chandas Indices to the Rgveda</em> (S), Ed. By Vishva Bandhu (1966), Second Reprint Edition (1975)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>112.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>56</td>
<td><em>Canakya—Niti-Text-Tradition</em> (S,E). First Edn. by Ludwik Sternbach from 73 Mss. and 160 Edns. with elaborate Introduction, explanatory Tables and complete Pratika-Indices to the six basic versions and Or.-text in 3 Pts. (1964), (1970 Introduction to the above). (a) (1967), Or.-Text of Canakya-Verses, reconstructed. (b) (1968) Section b of the above. Vol. 1 is out of Print. Price of each Vol. 334/-, Full set...1336.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>61</td>
<td><em>Drgganitann of Paramesvara with Introduction and Index</em> (S,E), K.V. Sarma (1963). The supposedly lost source-book of the Drgganita system of astronomy prevalent in the south-west coast of India, discovered and edited for the first time.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>70.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>62</td>
<td><em>India and the World</em> (E), by Buddha Prakash (1964). Research in India’s policies, contacts and relationships with other countries and people of the world, mainly (S,E), Asia.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>188.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>63</td>
<td><em>Canakya-saptati</em>. A hitherto unknown version of Canakya’s maxims (S,E), Edited with Critical Introduction by K.V. Sarma (1965).</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>60.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64</td>
<td><em>The Vedas and Sastras: A General view</em>. A critical appraisal of Vedic and Sastric literature (E) by Vishva Bandhu (1966)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>60.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>67</td>
<td><em>(Out of print)</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>68</td>
<td><em>The Subhasita–Samgrahas as Treasuries of Canakya’s sayings</em> (E), by Ludwik Sternbach (1966).</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>300.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70</td>
<td><em>Brahmanoddhara-Kosa</em> (S,E,H). Being a collection of about 25,000 select citations from Brahmanic literature, bearing an exposition of grammar, etymology, philosophy history, geography, etc. arranged according to subjects, Ed. by Vishva Bandhu (1966).</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>550.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

...50.00

71. **Pratyabhijna Philosophy** (The Doctrine of Recognition) being the author’s Doctoral thesis on a critical exposition of the tenets of Kashmir Saivism (E), by R.K.Kaw (1967).

...320.00


...320.00


...32.00

74. **Kingdom of the Panjab, 1839-45.** A fully documented account of the troubled days of the Punjab following the reign of Maharaja Ranjit Singh (E), by B.R.Chopra (1969)

...160.00


(Out of print)


...60.00


...40.00


...40.00

79. **Satyaloka in Rgveda - A Study** (E,S). The result of the laborious and concentrated exegetical studies on critical and comparative lines of more than 120 Rgvedic mantras which convey the Rgvedic concept of Satya and Satyaaloka (Pp.522), by A. Venkatasubbiah. Ed. by S. Bhaskaran Nair (1974)

...275.00

80. **Critical studies on the Mahabhasya** (E,S). The outcome of a long and intensive study of the of the *magnum opus* of the master grammarian Patanjali mainly from the textual and comparative points of view.(Pp.1016), by V.P. Limaye(1974).

...460.00

...600.00


...32.00


...40.00

85 Vedic Textuo -Linguistic Studies (E,S).A collection of 8 research papers
Contributed by the author to the Vishveshvaranand Indological Journal during the closing years of his life. These papers give a definitive idea of his views on the state of Vedic lore as it has come down to us to-day, set forth his assessment of the work of oriental as well as occidental scholars on Vedic exegesis, and explain the methods of exposition which he had formulated on the basis of textual study, comparative linguistics and higher criticism, Inter alia , the theory of Proto-linguistics in Indo-Aryan languages, which he had evolved with a view to explaining apparently insoluble problems in Indian linguistics, also gets demonstrated in these pages, with an elucidative General Introduction and as five analytical indices (Pp.280) by Vishva Bandhu (1975).

...338.00

86. The Atharvaveda: A Literary Study(H). A Comperhensive Study of the Atharvaveda from the various literary points of view, such as Alamkara, Rasa, Dhvani, etc. (Pp.308), by Matri Datta Trivedi(1973).

...185.00

Price of each Ist SIX Volume Rs. 800/-
Vol. VII Rs. 950/-
and Vol. VIII Rs.1000/-
Set. 6750/-

95 Lilavati of Bhaskaracarya with a Commentary Kriyakramakari (S,E)

...600.00

96 Indian Riddles: A forgotten chapter in the History of Sanskrit Literature (E), by Ludwik Sternbach (1975).

...160.00

98 Sankhayana-Aranyakam (S), Cr. Ed. by Bhim Dev (1980) ...320.00

99 Vedanga (H) by Kundan Lal Sharma (1983). ...300.00

100 Kalpa Sutra (H) (Pp. 698) by Kundan Lal Sharma (1981). ...300.00

101 The Indian Office (1858-1868) - Its first decade by Donvavan William (1983). ...400.00

102 Linguistic History of Uttarakhanda by D.D. Sharma (1983). ...250.00

103 Index of Papers Submitted to the All-India Oriental Conference, Vol. IV, Sessions XXIII to XXXI (1966-82). Pages XXV+908, comp. by Dr. K.V.Sarma (1985). ...400.00

104 Yajurveda-Samaveda Samhitas, (18+526) by Kundan Lal Sharma (1985). ...300.00

105 Sanskrit Tatha Panjabi ke Sambandha (H, S) by Dr. Shyam Dev Parashar ...800.00

106 Aitareyaranyakam with the commentary of Sayana (S,E), Cri. Ed. by Dr. Munishwar Deo. ...800.00

107 The Rgveda (E) (interpreted and translated with a review of important interpretations ancient and modern) Vol. I (I.1-121 Hymns) by Dr. Ram Gopal. ...400.00

108 Puranavimarsa (S) by Prof. Rampartap Vedalankar ...95.00

109 (Vagjyoti) (H) Ed. by Dr. Darshan Singh Nirvair ...350.00

110 The Rgveda (E) (interpreted and translated with a review of important interpretations ancient and modern) Vol II (I, 122-191 and Mandala II) by Dr. Ram Gopal. ...400.00

The Rgveda (E) (interpreted and translated with a review of important interpretations ancient and modern) Vol III (Mandala III) by Dr. Ram Gopal. in Press
III. WOOLNER INDOLOGICAL SERIES

111 The Foreign Policy of Warren Hastings (E), by Prof. Ram Prakash (1960). ...25.00

112 Tagore Centenary Volume (E), with Foreword by Prof. Humayun Kabir, Ed. by Mahendra Kulasreshtha. ...180.00

113 The Genius of Tagore, pt. I Ed. by Mahendra Kulasreshtha ...90.00

114 Aspects of Indian Culture. Pt. II Ed. by Mahendra Kulasreshtha ...130.00

115 Outline of Indian History (E), by Principal Sri Ram Sharma (1963) ...65.00

116 Sankhya-Karika of Isvarakrsna (S, E), by C.Kunhan Raja (1963). ...100.00

117-120 Rajatarangini. Vols.I to IV, (S, E). New Critical edition from original Mss. And other available materials, Kalhana’s text with elaborate prefatory sections and three Appendices being: (1) Chart of editorial divergences, (2) Comparative list of lacunae filled up and (3) Complete Pratika-Index, by Vishva Bandhu, Jonaraja’s text ; Texts of Srivara and Suka, by S.K. Kaul (1963-67) ...1260.00

121 The Changeable and the Unchangeable in Religion (E), by Dr. Jwala Prasad Singhal (1964). ...65.00

122 Acharya Keshavadasa Ke Tina Grantha : Sikhanakha, Barahamasa, Chandamala, (H), by Dr. Kiran Chandra Sharma, (1964). ...17.00

123 Atharvavediya- Brhat – Sarvanukramanika, (E, S). Ed. by Vishva Bandhu, (1966). ...78.00

124 The Rgveda and the Indus Valley Civilization (E). An attempt to show that the Indus Valley Civilization was the culmination of the cultural development of the Aryan people, by Dr. Buddha Prakash, (1967) ...220.00

125 Vaitana-Srauta- Sutram of the Atharvaveda, Cri.Ed. with the Vhasya of Somaditya, (S,E), by Vishva Bandu, (1967). ...220.00
126 (Hindi–Grantha–Suchi–Sarini) (Bibliography of Hindi Bibliographics), (H). An annotated and fully referenced bibliography of catalogues of Hindi books and manuscripts from 1828 to 1972, by Hausala Prasad ‘Thakur’, (1972). ...180.00


129 Teachings of Swami Dayanand (Talks and Sermons), (E). An earnest endeavour to collect, in a consolidated manner, some of the important talks and sermons of Swami Dayanand Saraswati. (Pp.104), by Raghunath Prasad Pathak, (1973). ... 50.00

130 Kalidasa - An assessment by Anandavardhana, (E). An attempt to reconstruct the total reaction of Anandavardhana, the greatest of Indian rhetoricians to the muse of Kalidasa, the greatest of Indian poets. (Pp.72), by P.K Narayana Pillai (1974).


134 Srimad – Bhagavata-Bhasa-Paricchedah (S) by Charu Dev Shastri.

135 Puspahasah by Bahadur Chand Chhabra. A collection of poems with English rendering.

136 Bhartendu Aur Adhunikata(H) by Dr. Trilok Chand Tulsi

137 Camatkāra – Vicāra –Carcā (S) by Dr. Ram Partap Vedalankar
Mood and Modality by Miss (Dr.) Renu Kapila (A Comparative Study of Sanskrit and English).

...150.00

IV SRI ANADA ACHARYA UNIVERSAL SERIES


... 18.00

Yoga of Conquest (E). A diary of daily counsel to the common man on his duty to himself and to the world at large. (Pp. 309), by Sri Ananda Acharya (1971).

...27.00


...34.00


...38.00

Spritual Talks (E), by Sri Ananda Acharya, (1957)

...8.00

Tattvajnanam (E), Being an Elaborated exposition of Indian Philosophy by Swami Anada Acharya(1985).

... 300.00


... 90.00

V. OUR OTHER RESEARCH PUBLICATIONS


A Vedic phonetic text.

...32.00

Carayaniya – Mantrarsadhayah, A Vedic historical text(S),(1936).

...30.00

Sryanka-Kavyam (S) by Krishna Kaur Misra (1936). A Poetic chronicle of Sikh History (16th & 18th Centuries).

...32.00

Avesta (H),by Raja Ram Shastri (1934). A chapter from the Parsi scripture, translated into Hindi.

...12.00